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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER	ONE



Sex Doll Quality
What	Makes	A	Good	Doll?

If you’re new to dolls you may be a little confused as to what doll to buy and 
where to buy it. I know I was when I first started to investigate them. 

There are now a large number of websites selling dolls and choosing between 
them can be tough. 

In the following pages I’d like to talk to you about the following things to consider 
when choosing a vendor

Reputation
Price
Quality



REPUTATION

VENDOR	QUALITY	NO	1



REPUTATION
What	Are	People	Saying	About	Them

You probably know that it’s quite easy to set up a website these 
days, so literally anyone can start “selling” dolls. 

The best thing to check is that the website has a physical 
presence:

• Has a company address
• Has a telephone number 

These things mean the company stands behind their website 
and is invested in the industry enough to hang around for a long 
period of time.

One of the most important things is that:

• They have some kind of independent review system like 
Trustpilot (otherwise the reviews are likely made up)



PRICE

VENDOR	QUALITY	NO	2



PRICE
Is	It	Too	Good	To	Be	True

So you’ve seen an incredibly lifelike doll that normally seems to sell around £1499 

on other websites but you’ve found one that sells them for £500. You’ve hit the 

jackpot right?

Not likely

• There are a few things you need to watch out for:

• Bait and switch – in which they send you a completely different

doll that kind of looks like the one you ordered

• Fakes - They send you a fake – believe it or not there are now 

dozens of factories who copy all the top brand sex dolls. The 

finished articles look pretty good but the quality is not there so 

you won’t enjoy them as much and they won’t last too long

• Lower Quality - Their dolls look different to higher priced dolls

and the quality is simply not as good



Oh dear: This doll looked great but as you can see didn’t last

Sometimes	beauty	is	skin	deep	and	
some	times it goes	right	to	the	
metal	skeleton

- Lovedoll UK	

“ “



QUALITY

VENDOR	QUALITY	NO	3



QUALITY
Not	All	Sex	Dolls	Are	Made	Equal

So you’ve seen a website selling cheaper dolls? The pictures look good and you’re 
sure they’re not fakes and they’ll send you what’s in the pictures. How can they 
be so much cheaper? 

• Well it comes down to the quality of the doll:

• TPE – this is the material used to make the skin and flesh of the 
doll. How good it is will decide how nice it feels and how long it 
lasts. If it’s lower quality it will feel a bit more rubbery and will 
probably begin to tear early on

• Skeleton – How well the internal skeleton moves and lasts will 
affect your enjoyment of the doll as well as how long you keep it. 
Some lower quality dolls have very poor skeletons which results 
in some early and serious damage – like complete back snaps.



CONCLUSION

Buy your doll from a quality vendor like us. We’ve 
been around longer than any UK sex doll company and 
we’ll hold your hand through this wonderful journey

Buy A Doll Now


